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As at 30 June 2023. Please refer to the disclosures in the appendix for more details.
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Principal strategic partnerships

Global client base
• Serving clients in Europe, the Americas and Asia

• Institutional, intermediary and wholesale markets

Investment offerings
• Research-driven active management

• Expertise in fixed income, real assets, equities, 
multi-asset & solutions

• Multi-management 

• A responsible investment leader

Deeply-resourced
• Approximately 1,200 employees

• Approximately 375 investment professionals

Assets under management/advisement

• $321 billion (€294 billion / £253 billion)

Introducing Aegon Asset Management

Fixed Income

Four global investment platforms

Real Assets Equities Multi-Asset & Solutions

Global offices
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Key milestones for Aegon Asset Management

A history of responsible investing

This information reflects certain milestones from one or more Aegon AM affiliates. Not every milestone is applicable, or applicable to the same degree, across all affiliates or strategies.  
Refer to strategy materials for details. Responsible investment approaches vary regionally. Aegon AM UK became a standalone signatory to PRI in 2008.

1987
Real Assets US closes first 
investment in low-income 
housing tax credits

1989
Aegon AM UK 
launches first ethical 
strategy

2007
Publishes first RI report

2004
Aegon AM NL launches first 
multi-manager RI strategy

2010
Develops RI framework
Forms central, dedicated team

2011
Aegon AM  becomes a 
member of PRI

2013
Adopts ESG training for 
investment staff

2012
Selects ESG research provider

2014
Aegon AM NL introduces 
carbon footprint analyses

2016
Aegon AM UK launches first  
sustainable equity strategy

2015
Integrates external ESG ratings 
into credit research reports

2019
Aegon AM US launches 
dedicated ESG and 
sustainable fixed income 
strategies

Develops a proprietary ESG 
corporate research 
framework

Formalizes RI principles & 
develops common 
terminology

2017
Launches intensive ESG Next 
program to enhance ESG 
processes

2020
Creates a global Responsible Investment 
Framework

Develops a proprietary ESG securitized 
credit research framework

2021
Formalizes proprietary ESG sovereign 
and equity research frameworks

Aegon AM becomes signatory to the
Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative

2022
Launches international and 
US-focused sustainable equity 
strategies

Launches first fixed income 
climate transition strategy

Formalization of ESG program 
for Real Assets
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Responsible investment approach

• ESG integration into bottom-up credit, equities, sovereign and 
structured research

• Active ownership to generate long-term economic value

• Solutions focused on responsible investment and ESG criteria

Committed to delivering an industry leading responsible investment proposition

Responsible investment at a glance 

As at 30 June 2023. This is a general description of the firm's ESG process. It may not be applied to every holding in a given strategy. Assets under management/advisement excludes 
joint ventures. Personnel may be employed by any of the Aegon AM affiliates. 1Aegon AM UK launched first ethical strategy in 1989. 2As at 3 July 2023. 3Exclusions and ethical include 
assets primarily managed for Aegon AM affiliates subject to a global exclusion list. The impact of the exclusion list will vary depending on the asset class and may not materially affect 
the implementation of every strategy. Products vary regionally. 

30+ years
of responsible investing history1

397 engagements
conducted by the RI team during 2022

21 professionals
in a dedicated RI team2

10+ year commitment
PRI signatory since 2011

USD 132 billion
in responsible investment 
solutions

Exclusions and ethical3 $112 billion
Best-in-class ESG $11 billion
Climate transition $1.1 billion
Sustainable $4.5 billion
Impact investing $3.5 billion
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Why focus on climate transition?  

Analyse and manage risks associated with 
climate change

Fund the transition

Action required to reduce GHG emissions 

Real economy challenge Role of investment managers
Greater scrutiny by regulators and investors 
and increasing reporting obligations

Implication for asset owners
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Designed to mitigate risk, identify opportunities and support clients’ net zero goals 

Building a comprehensive climate framework

*An internal climate transition research framework was recently developed. Climate research has been conducted on a subset of the investment grade and high yield corporate 
universe with plans to expand coverage over time. **We are onboarding a climate stress-testing tool during 2023. 

• Engage to mitigate climate risk and 
uncover transition opportunities

• Bilateral and collaborative 
engagement to encourage enhanced 
disclosure and climate action

• Carbon footprint reporting

• Regulatory reporting

• Climate stress testing ** 

• Decarbonise portfolios to meet 
client carbon reduction goals

• Identify opportunities to invest in 
climate transition solutions Research Invest

EngageReport

• Integrate material climate risks 
into bottom-up credit research

• Proprietary climate research 
assesses transition readiness and 
alignment* 
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Targeted climate transition solutions: Invest in companies with credible 
net zero transition strategies

Carbon reduction targets: Implementing decarbonization strategies to reduce portfolio 
emissions based on bespoke or industry wide pathways

Exclusions: Screening approach – Criteria can be based on client led or benchmark led (e.g. PAB, CTB)

Carbon measurement: Measuring and monitoring the carbon profile of the portfolio

ESG Integration & Active Ownership: Incorporating climate considerations into research where financially material, and engaging on climate issues

Building blocks to constructing solutions to meet our clients’ climate goals

Climate solutions – The building blocks

For illustrative purposes only. ESG integration and active ownership are not applicable, or not applicable to the same degree, across all affiliates or all strategies. Responsible 
investment products, services and approaches may vary by region and affiliates.
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Evaluating net-zero alignment and transition readiness

Proprietary, forward looking climate transition research framework

Source: Aegon AM

Determine company’s ability to
influence energy transition

• Ambition and 
targets

• Emissions and 
disclosure

• Management and 
governance

Low influence sector 
e.g. Healthcare, Telecoms

Can only be categorized Prepared to Unprepared
Base assessment

1. Leader

2. Prepared

3. Transitioning

4. Unprepared

5. Laggard

Aegon AM climate 
category

High influence sector
e.g. Oil & Gas, Utilities, Banks

Sector specific adjustment
Issues vary by sector but factors may include:

• Scope 1 emissions
• Scope 3 emissions
• Products
• Supply chain
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Iberdrola SA 

Identifying issuers with robust and credible net-zero plans

For illustrative purposes only; details and assessment current as of 31 January 2023 and subject to change. All third-party names and logos are property of their respective owners and 
are used in this material for identification purposes only. * IEA NZE - International Energy Agency, Net Zero Emissions roadmap.

Base assessment: Prepared
• Commitment to Net Zero with strong and credible short and medium-term targets covering scope 1,2, and 3 emissions

• Historical GHG reductions

• Good integration of climate risks and opportunities within business strategy and capex decisions

Sector-specific adjustment: Positive
• Generally supportive of ambitious action on climate change

• TPI carbon performance on 1.5C trajectory until target date for Net Zero in 2039

• No exposure to coal (coal-fired power stations closed)

• Gas represented c30% of operating capacity, however they recent finalised agreement to sell majority of Mexican gas-
fired portfolio

• Net Zero commitment aligns with ambition of IEA NZE scenario*

Final classification: Leader - Policies, targets and actions aligned toward progress on net-zero
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Climate transition guidelines

Building a net-zero pathway

• Guidelines have been set to reflect a reasonable pace of transition and encompass issuers from all sectors

• Approach is expected to be compatible with emerging net-zero market frameworks such as those from the Paris Aligned Investment Initiative and 
the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance

Source: Aegon Asset Management at 31 August 2023. * Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund.

Climate Transition
Category

Portfolio as of 
31 August  2023*

Current 
guideline

End 2024 End 2029 End 2034 End 2039

Leader 10.6% No maximum limit
100%

Prepared 27.9% No maximum limit

Transitioning 46.4% < 80% < 60% < 40% < 20% 0%

Unprepared 12.3% < 40% < 30% < 20% < 10% 0%

Laggard 2.9% < 10% < 5% 0% 0% 0%
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Climate related engagement

Focused approach
• Issuers in high influence sectors
• Focus on issuers categorised as ‘Unprepared’ or ‘Laggards’ 
• Engagement dialogue will vary across companies and sectors 
• Common objectives centre on target setting, target verification, robustness of strategic and decarbonisation strategy

Multiple ways to initiate engagement
• Bilateral engagement, leveraging Aegon AM’s global responsible investment team
• Collaborate with industry groups to encourage the largest emitters to take action (Climate Action 100+, CDP etc.)
• Active involvement in industry bodies seeking to influence climate change (e.g. IIGCC)

The aim
• Engage with focused group of companies on net zero targets and progress towards decarbonization
• Climate transition research and exposures will drive engagement prioritisation  

Research and portfolio considerations
• Insights and outcomes from engagement could prompt transition category upgrade or downgrade
• Where we see no prospect for improvement – holding review will be prompted
• Portfolio action taken in line with fund’s short dated remit and climate guidelines
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Summary 

• Climate risk considered at each stage of investment process and integrated within ESG analysis when economically material

• Climate is a key building block in our suite of responsible investment solutions

• We can offer a range of climate focused investment solutions which can be tailored to your climate and net-zero goals and 
reporting needs

• Capability to incorporate client specific goals or align with industry climate benchmarks or net-zero frameworks

• Innovative, forward looking climate transition framework - contributing to success of global short dated climate transition strategy 

• Engagement is a core pilar of our approach to actively managing climate related risks and combines collaborative and targeted
engagement 
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For Professional Clients only and not to be distributed to or relied upon by retail clients. 

This is a marketing communication. The principal risk of this product is the loss of capital. Please refer to the KIID and/or prospectus or offering documents for details of all relevant risks. For all documents 
please see www.aegonam.com/documents

All investments contain risk and may lose value. Responsible investing is qualitative and subjective by nature, and there is no guarantee that the criteria utilized, or judgement exercised, by any company of 
Aegon Asset Management will reflect the beliefs or values of any one particular investor. Responsible investing norms differ by region. There is no assurance that the responsible investing strategy and 
techniques employed will be successful. Investors should consult their investment professional prior to making an investment decision.

Past performance does not predict future returns. Outcomes, including the payment of income, are not guaranteed.

Opinions and/or example trades/securities represent our understanding of markets both current and historical and are used to promote Aegon Asset Management's investment management capabilities: they are 
not investment recommendations, research or advice. Sources used are deemed reliable by Aegon Asset Management at the time of writing. Please note that this marketing is not prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by Aegon Asset Management or its employees ahead of the its publication.

Fund Charges are taken from income but will be taken from capital where income is insufficient to cover charges.

All data is sourced to Aegon Asset Management UK plc unless otherwise stated. The document is accurate at the time of writing but is subject to change without notice.

Data attributed to a third party (“3rd Party Data”) is proprietary to that third party and/or other suppliers (the “Data Owner”) and is used by Aegon Asset Management UK plc under licence. 3rd Party Data: (i) may 
not be copied or distributed; and (ii) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. None of the Data Owner, Aegon Asset Management UK plc or any other person connected to, or from whom Aegon Asset 
Management UK plc sources, 3rd Party Data is liable for any losses or liabilities arising from use of 3rd Party Data.

Aegon Asset Management Investment Company (Ireland) Plc (AAMICI) is an umbrella type open-ended investment company which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 

Aegon Asset Management UK plc (Aegon AM UK) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Aegon AM UK is the investment manager for AAMICI and also the marketer for AAMICI in the UK and 
Ireland.

For investors in the UK and Ireland AAMICI's relevant sub-funds are notified to each regulator. The prospectus, supplements, key investor information and reports (together ‘Disclosures’) are available at 
www.aegonam.com along with information about paying agents.

Please note that not all sub-funds and shareclasses may be available in each jurisdiction. This document is marketing and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy any fund(s) mentioned. No promotion or 
offer is intended other than where the fund(s) is/are authorised for distribution.

Important information

AdTrax code: 5979555.1
Expiry date: December 2023
FPID: 2023/14624

http://www.aegonam.com/documents
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